Equations
We are solving the compressible flow equations with self-gravity:
where the conserved variables are U = (ρ, ρ u, ρe), the primitive variable vector is W = (ρ, u, p), and G is the gravitational constant. The source terms due to self-gravity are: S U = (0, −ρ∇φ, −ρ u · ∇φ) and S W = (0, −∇φ, 0).
Algorithm
We use the basic AMR multilevel advance scheme outlined in [1] as implemented in [3] , which consists of recursive single-level advance steps followed by a set of synchronization operations when two or more levels reach the same solution time. The only substantive difference between the algorithm presented here and that in [1] is due to the presence of the self-gravity source term S.
Variables
We have two separate versions of φ, the self-gravity potential. φ comp. (t) is computed using a multilevel elliptic solve:
where L comp is a multilevel operator. φ (t) is computed using a single-level elliptic solve:
where Ω is the set of cells which have been refined to level . The difference between the two is denoted by δφ = φ comp, − φ . The single-level advance for level will advance the solution on that level from time t to t + ∆t . At the beginning of the level advance, we have the conserved variables at the old time U (t ), along with an old-time approximation to the self-gravity potential term (∇φ)
OLD , the level-operator version of the potential φ ,OLD , and the correction term δφ, which was computed during a previous synchronization step. A pseudocode description of the recursive algorithm for the single-level advance may be found in Figure  1 .
advance( + 1) end for synchronize( ) t := t + ∆t n step := n step + 1 if (n step = 0 mod n regrid ) and (n −1 
Single-Level Advance
First, we compute the second-order upwinded hyperbolic fluxes F half, in the same way as in [3] . We then can compute the conservative updates U (t + ∆t ):
where
Note that with the proper ordering of the update, this can be computed explicitly. First, compute the update for ρ. Once ρ (t + ∆t ) has been computed, (8) can be evaluated, and the source term for the momentum update may be computed. Once the momentum update has been computed, (9) may be evaluated, and the energy update may be computed. Also, once the fluxes have been computed, the flux registers δF U are incremented appropriately, as in [3] .
Finally, compute an updated value for φ by performing a single-level elliptic solve using single-level operators:
If > 0 then use quadratic coarse-fine interpolation boundary conditions with a time-interpolated coarse-level φ with t the time at which the solve is being performed (t = t + ∆t in this case):
Since φ is only necessary for computing coarse-fine boundary conditions with finer levels (the source terms in the updates are computed using ∇φ comp ), φ need only be computed if a finer level exists. Then, if a finer level exists, it is advanced n ref times with ∆t
Once any finer levels have been advanced to time t + ∆t , we perform the synchronization step.
Synchronization
There are four parts to the synchronization in this algorithm. First, a fluxcorrection step is performed to maintain conservation. The gravitational potential term φ is computed using a multilevel elliptic solve. Then, a correction to the source term is computed to make the update second-order accurate in time. Finally, finer-level solutions are averaged down to the covered regions of coarser levels. A pseudocode description of the synchronization step may be found in Figure 2 . Note that synchronization is a multilevel operation which is performed for all levels which have reached the time t sync . In practice, this is accomplished by checking to see if the current level has been advanced to the same time as the next coarser level − 1. If this is the case, we drop down to the next coarser level. The coarsest level which has reached t sync is denoted as base .
Reflux for conservation
As in [3] , a refluxing operation is performed to ensure conservation at coarsefine interfaces:
Computation of φ comp
We also compute φ comp using multilevel operators:
If base > 0, then we use the coarse-fine boundary condition (11) for = base and t = t sync . We use the composite and level-operator solutions for φ to compute δφ, which is a correction to a level-operator-computed φ to account for the effects of finer levels:
Also, we then compute the gradients used in the flux computation using the composite solution:
) on covered regions (15) where G comp is the face-centered composite gradient operator, .. is the appropriate averaging/coarsening operator from level +1 to level , and Av F →C is the face-to-cell averaging operator.
Source Term Correction
To make the scheme second-order in time, we then compute a correction to the source-term treatment so the final update uses the midpoint rule. We first compute the difference between the old-time and new-time ∇φ and use this to compute a source-term correction:
Finally, we apply the correction:
Average finer solution to coarser levels
At this point, the composite solution has been updated, so we then average the finer-level solution onto covered regions of coarser levels.
Software Design
The self-gravity code will be implemented using the AMRGodunov code framework [3] . The only real structural difference between the AMRPolytropicGas example and the self-gravity code example is the addition of the self-gravity terms, and the use of the AMRSolver and LevelSolver elliptic solver classes from Chombo [2] to manage the elliptic solves required to compute the various forms of the gravitational potential used in this algorithm. A basic diagram of the class relationships between the Chombo and SelfGravity classes is depicted in Figure 3 . 
